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Record number of CHS
seniors choose early
action for college
applications
BY RILEY PALSHAW
Whether trying to get an early
start or hoping for financial merit
aid, more of Carmel High School’s
seniors are applying early action
to colleges this fall than the school
has ever witnessed, according to
the teachers and counselors overwhelmed with letters of recommendation and essay consultations.
While historically the early application route has been reserved for
students applying early decision, a
binding acceptance, this year there
has been an increase in seniors instead choosing to apply early action,
a nonbinding path in which students
receive an early response, but have
till May 1 to commit. Although this
condenses students into a smaller
pool of applicants, giving the impression that applicants have a higher chance of acceptance, it also is a
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Mock Trial places
7th in Empire World
Championship in Chicago

more challenging pool that forces
students to distinguish themselves
from their peers.
Since early action also involves
an earlier deadline, the influx of requested letters of recommendation
has overwhelmed what is already a
busy fall quarter for many teachers,
who report that they’ve been writing
twice the letters from within a typical year, if not more.
“I tend to range from 10 to 20 letters each year, and historically only
three of those have been for early
admissions,” English teacher Barbara McBride says, “but this year
I have 16 requested letters and 14
of them [were] early with a Nov. 1
deadline, so I got to a point where I

EARLY APPLICATIONS
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CAMPUS

Enforcement of CHS dress code
diminishes, clothing regulations relax

BY EMMA BROWN

Despite CHS’ code of conduct prohibiting strapless
tops, clothing that exposes cleavage, bare midriff and
any articles that display profanity or sexually suggestive words or pictures, many students choose to dress
as they please, often in manners that conflict with campus rules. Yet for years, Carmel High School’s dress
code has rarely, if ever, been enforced.
CHS administrators cite an evolving political climate as the reason for the change in enforcement, noting that the enforcement of clothing requirements feels
like a no-win situation for staff.
“Dress code doesn’t sit in isolation the way it used
to,” says CHS assistant principal Debbi Puente, explaining that the #MeToo movement made staff members more cautious about enforcing rules regarding
clothing. “Moving forward, there’s a lot of considerations.”
Per the code of conduct, students violating the dress
code are meant to change clothes, either adding a layer
or clothing or wearing a school-provided shirt, typically
the P.E. uniform. After several violations, students may
be suspended. Yet in recent years, consequences are
rarely, if ever, given to students breaking dress code.
“I’ve been dress-coded a couple times, but I don’t
usually change,” says senior Eva West. “There’s no repercussions right now.”

way,” says CHS librarian Phil Crawford, the club adviser for the Feminism and Be Yourself clubs. “If you
have this gender-neutral dress code, you don’t have to
call out women’s body parts. You could say, ‘Your top
doesn’t meet the dress code.’ You don’t have to say,
‘You’re showing too much cleavage.’ You either are or
you aren’t following it.”
An informal draft for a revised dress code has been
created and shared among administrators, though CHS
administrators are currently looking for student input
on potential changes.
As consequences for breaking dress code have become rare, many CHS students express enthusiasm for
the relaxation of clothing regulations on campus.
“I have felt a sense of freedom since the dress code
has been heavily lifted,” says junior Tristen Harris. “I
was dress-coded for ripped jeans a couple years ago,
and since, I’ve felt restricted from my own self expression. I believe that high school is a time to figure out
what you want to be as well as who you are. Clothing
is a very important aspect of that discovery. I rarely see

Though the enforcement of the rules has decreased,
the regulations surrounding students’ clothing have not
changed in over a decade, though various groups—including students and staff—are currently in favor of
changing the dress code to make it more up-to-date
with the current social climate, while cutting the rules
down to provisions currently being enforced.
“Dress code should definitely be enforced, but I
think we need to find a better way to do it,” says CHS
freshman Kate Blakely. “A lot of kids feel ashamed
when an adult comes up to them and says their clothes
are ‘inappropriate’ or a ‘distraction.’ I also think that
being punished for dress code isn’t really necessary. A
reminder is enough.”
Proponents of changing the dress code have advocated for a new, gender-neutral set of regulations that
removes potential subjectivity from enforcement. Critics of current rules note that the use of words such as
CONT. ON
“cleavage” in the dress code leave staff with an undue
burden of deciding what constitutes a violation of dress code, potentially based
on what the student’s body looks like.
@thecarmelsandpiper
“There’s absolutely no reason that
dress code can’t be gender neutral and
just saying clothing above the waist
@CarmelSandpiper
needs to look this way and clothing
above below the waist needs to look this
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Early applications
cont. 1

had to say no.”
Over the past four to five years, the number of Carmel High seniors applying early has doubled from approximately 25 to 30 students to around 50 students per
year, a number pulled by counselors from the 100 to
110 students who apply via the Common Application.
By the end of October, CHS counselor Yesel Von Ruden
already had a queue of 28 letters of recommendation to
write for her group of seniors applying early action and
early decision, adding to the frenzied atmosphere this
trend has created for the counseling department.
Jeff Rogers, another CHS counselor, has observed
similar spikes in early action decisions with his own
seniors. He claims that many of them have an internal
drive to get their application done and out of the way,
which is why they chose the early action route. This
observation is in line with many sentiments from seniors who say that their primary reason for applying to
college early was to avoid procrastinating the process
entirely.
“I chose early action mainly because I am a procrastinator,” senior Athena Wilson says. “I know that
if I don’t do it early I’ll just wait until the last minute,
which isn’t beneficial towards the process at all.”
Senior Ava Camargo can also attest to this, explaining that applying early allows her to then focus on her

thesandpiper.org
elements of their application.
“Putting together the strongest, most compelling
college applications—whether conducting the necessary research, brainstorming potential essay topics or
composing and continually refining draft after draft of
the required writing supplements—is a significant undertaking,” CHS counselor Darren Johnston says. “Yet
too often the goal is completion rather than perfection.
And unfortunately, applying early can, and ultimately
often does, only serve to further compel students towards completion.”

But the motive for choosing early action ranges
from student to student. For some, the early application
deadline happens to also be the deadline for them to be
considered for merit-based aid.
“I’m applying early action to USC because Nov. 1
is the deadline for merit-based financial aid,” senior
Grace Wang says. “Since I have two older brothers currently in college, I’ll need all the help I can get.”
For other seniors, the decision to apply
early to a handful of schools is
more strategic,
as the hope is
hearing
back
from colleges
sooner will let
them
know
whether they’re
in the clear or
need to apply to
more schools.
“By applying
to schools early
I will get my acceptance letter
back before the
regular decision
deadline,” senior McCartney
Hong explains.
photo by RILEY PALSHAW “In case I get
rejected
from
Early action has been the preferred admission plan for many seniors who are itching to get
a majority of the
their college applications submitted.
schools, I will
applications for the University of California and Cali- have the opportunity to apply to more schools.”
fornia State University.
This appears to be a fairly common strategy among
Of course, seniors aren’t under any illusion that rush- the Class of 2023. Senior Piper Mahoney notes that she
ing to get in an early application will put them above purposefully applied early to all of her safety and target
any other applicants.
schools so that she could know if she has colleges to
“Aside from rolling applications, [college represen- fall back on sooner rather than later.
tatives and counselors] say that early action and reguDespite students’ justifications for the jump-start,
lar decision applicants aren’t necessarily treated differ- counselors suspect that this recent increase in early apently, they are just two groups that get worked on at plications could simply be a result of external and peer
different times,” senior Colin Dowse says. “If you are pressures.
rushing to get in your early action, it would be better to
“Some kids might not want to apply early, but
take more time for regular decision.”
they’re influenced by their peers,” Rogers says. “They
hear someone has a private counselor and is 90 percent
done with their application, and then that information
gets shared and it’s creating stress. Some kids don’t
like being behind.”
Although the cost for outside help with the entire
college application process starts at about $3,000,
working with a private college counselor is not a rarity
among seniors at CHS, and it’s often a beneficial service for students because, as Rogers explains, Carmel
High has three comprehensive counselors for all four
years of students, not college counselors that can focus
strictly on seniors.
CHS counselors urge students to avoid approaching
That being said, there is some concern from Carmtheir application requirements as they would another el’s counseling department that private college counother assignment or project and instead take the time selors may be putting external pressures on students
to brainstorm, write and thoroughly revise the writing and influencing their decision to apply early, but more
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than anything, counselors are worried that seniors are
getting flooded with too many contrasting takes on the
college application process.
“You’ve got all of this information coming and funneling through different sources,” Rogers says, “and
students are trying to synthesize that and make sense of
that to try and come up with a good strategy and action
plan for their college applications.”
Do these students know something the counseling
department doesn’t? The realities will be revealed when
the acceptances and rejections roll in in December.
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City council’s move to ban wood fires from
Carmel Beach unpopular among students

“I totally get the people who don’t want us to have
them,” says senior Elias Osorio, who often builds wood
For most Carmel High School students, a childhood fires for gatherings among friends, “but I do feel we
on California’s central coast means at least a few wood should be allowed to have wood fires. The beach is a
fire beach gatherings, from birthday parties to school- huge part of Carmel, and along with going to the beach
sponsored events, a tradition set to change after Car- comes wood fires.”
mel’s City Council voted Sept. 13 to ban wood fires
According to Mayor Pro Tem Bobby Richards, the
from Carmel Beach.
decision weighed several issues including the negative
Currently, wood fires are permitted from May 15 to impact of charcoal on Carmel Beach’s white sand, the
Sept. 15 in designated pits south of 10th Avenue from danger of improperly doused bonfires and the toxic
4 to 10 p.m. daily. Carmel Beach has seen increasing smoke from driftwood. It’s also costly for the city to
restrictions on these fires throughout recent years, cul- maintain them.
minating in the city’s vote to create an ordinance that
“Now the problem with the community fire pits is
would only allow propane fires, which are already al- they get so brutally abused,” Richards adds. “I don’t
lowed year-round.
want our employees to have to
clean that. You can only imagine
what kind of junk goes into those
things.”
Many students recognize
these concerns but wish to preserve some access to wood fires
or do not believe the ban will fix
the concerns it’s meant to address. One problem, according
to CHS senior Jerry Marnell, is
the inability to have such fires in
other local places such as state
beaches, where fires are not allowed, or areas only accessible
after entering Pebble Beach for
a fee.
Marnell, a regular beach gathering attendee, is joined by junior Alexis Pine and freshman
Daniella Foley in noting the bencourtesy of DANIELA FOLEY efit of fire pits, which they say
help make wood fires safer and
Freshman Daniela Foley celebrates her 15th birthday with friends and a
more
controlled.
beach fire, a type of gathering that will have to be shifted to propane fires.
BY SHAYLA DUTTA
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“We should keep wood fires, but in the quantities we have them now,” says Pine, who cited CHS’
recent music department beach bonfire as a reason
to do so. She lists the date and time restrictions as
measures that help to maintain wood fires at reasonable levels. “Without the fires, we would be missing
a lot of memories.”
Junior Sophia Scattini, another regular beach fire attendee, also prefers the city’s current restrictions, but
recognizes the issue of toxic woodsmoke.
“If it’s better for the environment, it could be a good
thing that they won’t allow them,” Scattini says, “but

photo by Krisblackphotography
it’s definitely going to change a lot. A wood-burning
fire is what you think of when you think of a bonfire.”
Students seem to agree that restricting wood fires
works to preserve the health of Carmel’s public beach
and residents, while also allowing for an activity popular among the area’s youth to persist.
Even if the days of wood fires at Carmel Beach are
coming to an end, students like Foley continue to enjoy
many other beach-related activities such as surfing and
swimming. And though they are generally not considered to be as enjoyable, propane fires are allowed to
melt marshmallows and roast hot dogs all year round.

DISTRICT

Audit reveals inefficiencies in district chemical removal system
Once the chemicals are removed from the classroom,
they are no longer under the control and management
Tinkering with chemicals in science class to elicit
of CHS. The science department has raised concerns
anything from a color change to mini explosion is a
over the chemical removal schedules and protocol of
well-known experience for students, but what happens
MOT, including the effort it takes to get them to the
to those chemicals afterwards is far less familiar. Calicampus and the timeliness of their response time.
fornia Department of Education’s regula“MOT can be a little slow in picking
tions on hazardous waste disposal ensure
up stored chemicals,” says district scistudent and faculty safety, yet regularly
ence teacher Joe Mello.
performed audits by CHS’ insurance comAccording to Paul, these issues are
pany have helped reveal holes within the
a matter of student and faculty safety,
system of chemical removal.
which is why they are so specifically
“Ed Code calls for the schools to reguoutlined in California law.
larly remove all chemicals whose shelf life
“Expiration of the shelf life may
has elapsed,” says Dan Paul, the chief opcause a chemical to change properties
erations officer for Carmel Unified School
and present hazards in the classroom,”
District. “The county office of education
Paul explains.
may perform this or permit school districts
Improper hazardous waste removal
to arrange for disposal.”
and storage can have severe environEC Section 49411 states that there must
mental impacts.
be an implemented system for the storage,
“The law for safely disposing of
usage and disposal of hazardous materichemical and biological waste is imals in schools, most typically found in sciportant to protect the environment,”
ence classrooms. CHS is audited annually
Freitas says. “Every high school has
on their chemical disposal procedure, with
science classes that generate waste, and
recent audits contributing to concerns reit adds up, so we need to make sure that
garding the efficiency and effectiveness of
it is properly disposed of.”
CUSD’s system.
courtesy of FLICKR
California Department of Educa“We have an independent company that
tion requirements also include specific
comes to the campus every year to audit The chemical removal system is a matter of school safety, but some
training measures for staff and providing
our chemical storage,” CHS science de- inefficiencies have been uncovered.
all necessary equipment for chemical repartment chair Don Freitas explans. “We
moval. Moving forward, CHS teachers
have to make sure our substances are properly stored,
“For the science department, we schedule a yearly say they hope for more efficient removal of hazardous
and this includes the science classes, art classes and the pickup, and someone from the district comes to collect waste, but no timeline for any changes to the system
auto shop.”
our waste,” Freitas adds.
has been provided by the district.
BY SARA EYJOLFSDOTTIR

Regulations also require stored chemicals to be properly separated to avoid cross-contamination and tested
before removal. Chemicals are supposed to be removed
from CHS on schedule by the transportation of hazardous materials and CUSD’s department of maintenance,
operations and transportation, or MOT.
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For foreseeable future, open periods
permanent fixture for upperclassmen alone
BY SOPHIA BONE
While open periods have become a staple for Carmel High upperclassmen for the last two years, the shift
in available programs has left underclassmen with no
study option throughout their day.
“There are kids who would benefit from having a
study hall who are not at the point where they need academic support,” explains Marc Stafford, who teaches
AVID, a class specifically designed to support students
throughout their high school journey and guide them
toward their college and career paths. “But they are
also not at the point where they can manage all that
they have going on.”
Time management is a skill that incoming freshmen
must quickly acquire when beginning their high school
career. In the past, CHS students relate that study hall
made this transition easier for athletes as study hall replaced their Physical Education class. Now, not only is
there no study hall option, but all freshmen must take a
full year of PE, as do sophomores unless they participate in two sports.
Still, all underclassmen must take seven classes with
no study option within their day.
“For underclassmen, it totally makes sense to have a
study hall because they have to have seven classes and
have no free space,” explains Steve Nacht, who teaches

Math Tutorial, a math support class for freshmen, noting that while freshmen do not have overflowing work,
there are certainly moments when they need time to
catch up.
Teachers understand the benefits and drawbacks of
study hall, most remembering that the class did serve
an essential purpose for their students, but also realizing that an open period would most likely not be handled maturely by underclassmen.
“Younger students need the structure of a onethrough-seven-period day where they are being seen
by their teachers and have the support of the teachers,”
explains Principal Jon Lyons.
While Stafford understands the benefits of having
a study hall option, he also notes that a drawback of
study hall was that it did take the spot of a student taking an elective course that would help them partake in
a fuller academic workload, and administrators claim
there have been no extreme cases of underclassmen
struggling academically that can be directly attributed
to lack of study hall.
The open-period model was added when the school
realized that study hall was not viable as it was being
offered. Since only certificated staff are allowed to supervise students during the school day, when the classified staff member who was in charge had to be replaced,
that meant finding an individual who was qualified to

graphic by SOPHIA BONE

Dress code
cont. 1

anyone get dress-coded, and honestly, most recently, I
have not even thought of the dress code when picking
out outfits.”
Despite some students’ appreciation for the lack of
enforcement of dress code, others feel as though certain
students have taken the leeway afforded by the relaxed
rules too far.
“It’s a school not a pool party,” says senior Lillian
Paul. “I’m all for bikinis, but let’s take it to the beach.”
Proponents of a relaxed dress code encourage discussion between students in order to get to the root of
their opinions and behavior.
“I’m not responsible for making other people comfortable,” says West. “If people were to dress code me,
I would just say, ‘Hey, worry about yourself. This isn’t
a me problem, this is something going on with yourself
that you care so deeply about.’”
Though students and staff have discussed potential
changes to the dress code, amendments to the rules
have yet to be implemented, and according to the CHS
administration, there is no timeline for any changes to
the code of conduct.

teach a subject and who also must be compensated as
such.
“You only have a certain number of full-time teachers, so do you really want to add one to the study hall
class where they are not really teaching, just supervising?” questions assistant principal Craig Tuana.
Lyons decided the money would be better spent elsewhere.
“The resources that went to the study hall coordinator position, we turned that into the wellness outreach
worker,” the fourth-year CHS principal explains. “So
that is where that money went. It got moved to what we
thought would be a better resource for students.”

“You only have a certain
number of full-time
teachers, so do you
really want to add one
to the study hall class
where they are not
really teaching, just
supervising?”
- assistant principal Craig Tuana
According to Tuana, last year there were issues with
the open period as students would often use the time to
wander around campus, disturb classes or leave campus
altogether. The assistant principal attributes that in part
to unclear parking regulations that allowed students to
sneak off campus easily. This year, he says, this has not
been a problem.
Open periods are unique in their emphasis on independence and freedom–students do not have faculty
checking in on them to make sure they are doing their
work–so students must hold themselves accountable
and know what they need to do.
“I can work at my own pace and can do what I want
with my time,” says junior Sharon Sedillos, who has a
free second period. “However, if I wanted to, I could
just do nothing.”
While administrators say they eliminated the study
hall option due to cost and overall need, CHS students
and many teachers recognize that the class did have a
positive effect on underclassmen who needed the time
in their day to complete work.
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Vandalism takes on new look in form of ‘tampon bombs’
BY MAGGIE JOHNSTON
When California Gov. Gavin Newsom signed a bill
in October 2021 that mandated free menstrual products
in men’s, women’s and gender-neutral public school restrooms, he could not expect that new forms of vandalism would present themselves.
While the Menstrual Equity Act of 2021 is meant
to aid students and faculty in the accessibility of the
products and remove the anxieties that surround one’s
cycle, some Carmel High School students have used
the prevalence of these commodities as a way to commit property damage.
A common way that students have carried out vandalism is through the creating and flushing of tampon
bombs, which consist of multiple tampons bound together with a writing utensil—typically a highlighter—in the center. These bombs have then been flushed
down into the pipes to cause build up or even complete
blockage in the septic system.
The first appearance of the infamous tampon bomb
was during the first home football game in the boys’
locker room, where the plumbing became backed up
and unusable. With some investigation, it was discovered that tampon bombs were the culprit.
Some upperclassmen place the brunt of the blame on
underclassmen.
“I see how it is important to have this in the bathrooms, but I still think that the underclassmen will ruin
it,” says senior John Dinkel when discussing the vandalism. “They should not be unsupervised with something like that.”
Lisa Brazil, secretary to the CHS principal, performs
many tasks on campus, one of which includes the management of construction or physical adjustments on
campus.
“Because of usage and damage over the years, the

who work to pick up the campus and encourage fellow
students to empathize.
“It is within our power as staff and as students to
make our school inviting, and we administrators need
to work in partnership with students to make a difference and change our culture surrounding vandalism,”
Puente says.
CHS administrators and Associated Student Body
leaders hold the belief that effective change can be
made through discussing the matter openly among
peers, respected student leaders and staff alike.
“Our input is important because students look up to
people in leadership and come to us for information,”
Gallagher says. “We need to set a good example.”

main sewer line through campus was torn out and replaced with brand new pipe over the summer,” Brazil
explains.
Yet within the first two weeks of school, blockages in the new pipes caused three different overflows
of sewage grates, causing further health and sanitary
hazards thanks to the reoccuring appearance of tampon
bombs. Since then, there has been less vandalism by
tampon bombs.
“It is a great thing to have in the bathroom for people
that need it,” junior JT Maxon says regarding the sanitary product dispensers. “I am not surprised to know
that this has caused problems, but I think the
good that it does outshines the bad.”
The CHS administration has chosen to take
preventative rather than punitive measures to approach the acts of defacing school property, calling upon CHS leadership students to help bring
attention to this problem in a student-to-student
manner.
“It’s not going to be the admin team and the
campus supervisors that are going to make the
change,” assistant principal Debbi Puente says.
“We are not enough.”
Maddie Gallagher, senior class spirit representative, has worked with a group of students to
brainstorm ideas to make change.
“We have already gone to fifth period classes
and talked about the recent vandalism,” explains
Gallagher.
Leadership members have been creating informative videos and brainstorming activities
that will further educate students on the damagphoto by MAGGIE JOHNSTON
ing and costly effects that vandalism has on camFree menstrual product dispensers in all CHS restrooms
pus. Leadership’s ultimate goal is to educate the
have been installed in accordance with the Menstrual
entire student body of the group of custodians
Equity Act of 2021 passed by California Gov. Gavin Newsom.

CAMPUS

Voices of vegetarians, others with dietary restrictions
raise concerns over school food options

menu lacks indication of it as meat-free.
“We usually always have a vegetarian option,” SuSchool food is one of the most criticized topics for
pancic says. “We did lasagna, and that was vegetarian.
a school campus. Students rely on cafeteria food to tide
And we do different things. Every day is different. We
them over until getting home, whether it be a simple
have grilled cheese, cheese pizza. It just depends on
school day or a long evening of extracurriculars. Outthe item. If that were to run out, we always have yogurt
side of the inherent complaining all schools face conparfait or yogurt and granola.”
cerning cafeteria cuisine, there have been rising conTeens at CHS regularly report vegetarian options
cerns from CHS students about the suitability of the
running out midway through lunch with many saying
options provided to those with dietary needs.
the replacement options are not filling. Students simiWith the return to on-campus learning came a wave
larly have reported menu inconsistencies or the options
of changes to how schools treat nutritional servicposted on the school website not always lines. In the 2022-23 school year, California became
ing up with the options provided, once again
the first state to implement a Universal Meals
vegetarian options seemingly being most afProgram, requiring all public schools to provide
fected.
a nutritionally adequate breakfast and lunch for
Yet for those with extreme allergies, few, if
all students.
any, of these main options on the CHS campus
Statewide changes also came with local changare safe to eat.
es. On March 7, a new district director of nutri“I would love to get school food if I could
tion services Alexis Supancic was hired and set
eat it,” says senior Teagan Puryear, who has
out to make changes, the most important being an
celiac disease, a severe gluten intolerance,
upgrade on choices provided after the return to inand severe allergies to nuts. “It can be a hassle
person school in 2021.
to put a meal together before school, and if I
“As the director of nutrition services, my job
ever forget to do it or we don’t have enough in
is to direct, organize and plan the department,”
the house for me to bring, I simply won’t get
Supancic says. “The first thing I did was increase
lunch for that day.”
choices, so now there are five to six choices dephoto by JEAN LEWELLEN
While many of those with medical dietary
pending on the day, and hopefully more kids
The macaroni and cheese with a freshly baked biscuit provided needs are unaware, if students with allergies
would want to come and eat.”
are seeking school lunch, they can fill out a
Student opinions as to whether they want to Thursdays between Oct. 17 and Dec. 23.
Special Meal Accommodation Form, a docueat the food itself seem to differ. Despite an inmenu concern lunches, whereas breakfasts are overall ment found on the Nutritional Services page on the discrease in those eating school lunch, CHS teens continbetter received, while students report the availability of trict website, that must receive doctor approval before
ue to raise questions about the food quality. In hopes
vegetarian breakfast options is not an issue.
being turned in to Supancic, who will construct an adof higher quality, some have brought up the potential
“None of the food is utterly bad,” says sophomore justed menu.
addition of paid alternatives as numerous schools in the
Ezra Bogey, who gets food from the cafeteria daily. “I
Supancic stresses providing for every person’s
surrounding districts have done.
enjoy it all. It’s not Gordon Ramsay, but sometimes needs is not always possible, especially when the cu“The food is serviceable, and that’s all,” says senior
they bring in the Coco Puffs. God, it’s good.”
linary staff at CHS works to provide food to campuses
Abel Villaseñor, who gets school lunch a few times a
Even so, the Oct. 17 to Dec. 24 weekly meal menu throughout CUSD, but CHS students continue to reweek. “I would rather have paid options with higher
does not list a vegetarian option for lunch every Friday. quest more options and greater quality.
quality items than making everyone eat bad food for
While the lasagna and garlic bread is vegetarian, the
BY JEAN LEWELLEN

free.”
As it currently stands, the only paid option available on the CHS campus are the snacks available in the
vending machines that receive weekly checks.
“The snacks in the machines are the same ones they
give for free when you get the lunch, so it seems pointless to pay for them,” says sophomore Fiona Heilig,
who receives school lunch almost every day.
Many students say they don’t find these options
hearty enough to be a meal, leaving only vegetarian options on the main menu. Most complaints with the main
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Historical realities of Thanksgiving

unity between Indigenous peoples of the land and the
colonists in hopes to spread that togetherness throughout a separate country.
So, how should Americans celebrate this holiday in
“The native people saved the pilgrims, and when
BY SOPHIA BONE
you are taught the difference, you wonder how it is still a way that honors all the lives that were impacted by
The American holiday of Thanksgiving is swiftly believed to be a holiday,” mentions Louise Miranda the colonists so many years ago?
approaching, and for most that means a happy holiday Ramirez, current Tribal Chairwoman of the Ohlone/
Enjoying time with family and friends during the
known for turkey, gravy, family and football. But for Costanoan-Esselen Nation.
holiday, Ramirez says, is not something that needs to
many Indigenous peoples throughout the country, it is
The harmony between colonists and Indigenous go away. Actually, celebrating those connections in our
the National Day of Mourning during which America’s peoples did not last long, according to sources such as lives are what Indigenous peoples in the community
dark history is acknowledged.
Smithsonian Magazine, as the Wampanoag were still practice as well. Instead of thanking the colonists who
As is often taught in elementary school classes and regarded as “savages” and the colonists began to take came across the ocean and “discovered” the land Calirecognized as myth on websites such as The
fornians now live on, they celebrate the lives
Smithsonian Institute’s, the first Thanksgivand legacies of the Indigenous peoples in our
ing was November 1621 and is remembered
community.
as a peaceful autumnal feast celebrated by the
“We call it ‘Survivor Supper’ because we are
Plymouth colonists and members of the Wamhere and because we survived,” says Ramirez.
panoag Nation after a successful harvest year.
The Monterey Peninsula is located on the terEver since, Americans come together on the
ritory of the Ohlone/Costanoan Esselen Nation,
fourth Thursday of November to celebrate all
and there are currently many groups throughout
that the nation is thankful for.
the area working to get more representation and
The truth is more complex than what is
raise awareness about the diverse and rich hiscommonly believed, according to some scholtory that took place here many years ago. The
ars who question the familiar story and memEsselen Tribe of Monterey County is an exambers of the Wampanoag Nation and other Inple of this with a main goal of protecting sacred
digenous groups, who in recent years have
lands and archaeological sites to preserve their
come forward to tell the tale of Thanksgiving
cultural heritage.
as remembered by their ancestors.
Learning more about active groups in the
photo by JIM McNULTY
This includes Ramona Peters, the Mashpee
community,
along with donating time, is one
Members of the Ohlone-Costanoan Esselen nation at the at the Lower
Wampanoag Tribe’s Tribal Historic Preservaway
to
honor
the
lives that were lost during this
Presidio, one of their largest village sites.
tion Officer who told Indian Country Today
early time in United States history. Ramirez recMedia Network what she grew up believing
over their land and would later thank them for their ommends those interested in learning more to check
in a 2012 interview. According to Peters, Wampanoag help with starting their own communities with foreign out the publishing company Heyday, as they promote
chief Massasoit and 90 of his men went over to Plym- diseases that would drastically impact their tribes.
Indigenous works.
outh to check out the noise the pilgrims were making
While it was a tragic past, Indigenous members
The tradition most Americans now know and love
as part of their celebration of their first harvest. At this came to be celebrated due to 16th U.S. President Abra- throughout the country are encouraging others that
point, the two groups had a treaty that said they would ham Lincoln, who announced Thanksgiving to be a staying curious and open can help mend that damage
support one another and Massasoit thought they were national holiday during the Civil War when tensions for the future.
being attacked. There was no planned meal, and it was within the country were high. He painted the picture of
simply an accident that the Wampanoag arrived.
ARTS

Decision for CHS winter productions to only
star drama students met with mixed reaction

that begins with a wealthy marriage and spirals into
homicidal and comical themes.
Every year, Carmel High School students look for“We have many incredible performers and techies
ward to the casual winter production put on by theaterwho are willing to push themselves, but everyone needs
involved high schoolers, but starting this year, the CHS
a break,” drama teacher Gracie Balistreri explains.
drama teacher will be limiting casting to students of
“The school is dedicated to helping students balance
the high school’s Drama I and II courses, a decision
extracurricular activities and academics with sleep and
that has produced some controversy within the student
wellness, so this is conducive to that.”
theater community.
Yet some students have expressed disappointment
Known endearingly as the “black box production”
that they will not be able to participate in this unique
because of its venue in the performing arts center’s
play.
soundproof rehearsal room, the winter show is histori“I’ve never done a show of that genre, so it would
cally a festive and seasonal play. This year, the 11 stuhave been a cool opportunity to try something new,”
dents enrolled in drama will portray the characters of
explains theater-experienced sophomore Zachary Ras“Arsenic and Old Lace,” a 1940s comedy crime play
mussen, who is not enrolled in a drama course.
Balistreri made this change partially in consideration of the mental health of the performers. As
rehearsals will take place during
the school day, she explains, students can use the two to three hours
they would normally reserve for
rehearsal to focus on themselves,
their schoolwork and other extracurriculars.
“I understand the thinking behind it, but I don’t fully support it,”
says CHS sophomore Lillian Mendez, whose busy schedule rendered
her unable to enroll in the drama
course this year, making the winter
show the first high school production she has missed. “Theater is
one of my favorite things to take
courtesy of GRACIE BALISTRERI
part in.”
Senior Piper Mahoney and junior Richard Spencer apply acting methods
These perspectives are shared
from class to the real stage.
among drama students and students
BY BRIANNA SCIUTO

outside of the course alike.
“At first I was upset about the decision because so
many people who can’t take drama wouldn’t be able to
participate,” says senior Drama II student Cole Dahlia
Prekoski. “These shows are some of the only times I
get with them.”
Still, Prekoski notices that drama students are finding the small cast size easier to manage, and the advantages of their newly freed afternoons are becoming
apparent now that rehearsals have begun.
Rasmussen, who uses the pronoun they, has a positive outlook on the change. They are enjoying their
newfound freedom, and they are still able to spend time
with their friends from theater.
“Everyone in the community is really close even
though not everyone is in the show,” Rasmussen adds.
“Arsenic and Old Lace” was chosen by drama students, who will not only star in the show, but manage
it behind the scenes. Rather than an extracurricular activity, the play will serve as a cumulative assignment
for the drama students that will allow them to apply
the year’s classroom material to a full-scale production.
In addition to the acting and stage crew responsibilities, upperclassmen will be tasked with guiding the underclassmen through the process of preparation, with
juniors and seniors leading freshmen in technical and
dramatic endeavors.
“A wonderful relationship blooms when experienced upperclassmen can mentor students who may be
new to the arts at CHS,” Balistreri explains.
Drama students are reacting positively to the added
responsibility. Junior Richard Spencer was assigned to
mentor a freshman in memorizing lines and preparing
the set, and he is enthusiastic about the added challenge
the mentorship presents.
“The show is perfect for our cast size and individual
talents,” Prekoski adds. “I’m super excited for how it’s
going to turn out.”
“Arsenic and Old Lace” can be viewed in Carmel
High School’s blackbox theater on Dec. 9 and 10 at 7
p.m.
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Paper usage trends alter as teachers weigh
benefits of physical vs. digital materials

BY SAGE MELTON
Although overall paper usage at Carmel High School
has been in decline since the introduction of school laptops via Chromebook distribution, CHS teachers continue to explore the right balance between digital and
traditional work and whether the learning benefits of
paper material outweigh the environmental costs.
CHS’ current annual paper supply of 130 cases each
year is split among copies that teachers make for inclass assignments and homework, student work that
gets printed through the library and all administration
paperwork.
“I’m a firm believer in using our Chromebooks to
make a more sustainable learning environment, so I
think we should decrease our paper usage,” says senior
Piper Mahoney.
Before the era of Chromebooks and a more digital
learning style, CHS had ordered 230 cases of paper
each year, or more than 1.1 million sheets of paper annually, according to principal’s secretary Lisa Brazil.
“When I first started teaching there were really no
digital test banks, so when I would give out practice
questions I would have to print them all,” says science
teacher Jason Maas-Baldwin.
Now tools such as Google Classroom, which CHS
first started using schoolwide in 2020, have led to a rise
in online learning materials.
“It’s just so easy to push out content digitally now,”
says English teacher Barbara McBride, who feels that
over the past five years her classes have become almost
fully digital.
Attendance secretary Ann Berry and Brazil say
numbers have been cut down to 130 cases each year,
which has remained since returning to in-person school

rate at CHS and realize the negative effects this waste
has on the environment. Smaller changes that teachers have integrated into their teaching styles have also
helped the school cut down on paper usage over the
years.
“A long time ago I would have been strict on MLA
format and said, ‘No, you can’t print on both sides,’ but
we don’t need to be that formal,” says McBride, adding
that double-sided printing has reduced paper use in her
class.
Significant progress has been made over the past
decade as paper orders have dramatically decreased at
CHS, yet many students still feel there is more work to
be done.
Freshman Myles Will says, “We’re getting better at
using paper, but I still think we’re using too much.”

after the first year of the pandemic. Each case contains
10 reams with 500 sheets each, totaling out to 650,000
sheets of paper per year and a daily average of 3,610
sheets.
In the 2018-19 school year, CHS purchased 250
cases for a total of $7,219. Although the supply decreased over distance learning to an annual average
cost of $5,528, over the past two years the supply has
increased back to an annual cost of $6,730.
Yet after seeing the result of digital learning on students’ retention of material, some teachers have returned back to using more paper materials as they find
it more helpful throughout the learning process.
“There’s a connection between your brain
and your hand and the way you remember,
and it’s active,” says French teacher Suzanne
Marden regarding the value of students being able to physically write things down on
paper assignments.
Most teachers are now trying to find a balance between physical and digital copies as
they only use paper when necessary.
“If you’re interacting with the material I
think that should be on paper,” says Kevin
Buran, who teaches freshman biology.
Many teachers reserve using paper materials for more complicated material such as
readings that require annotations and deeper
comprehension.
“The definition of sustainability is to use
renewable resources at a rate at which they
photo by SAGE MELTON
can replenish themselves,” Maas-Baldwin
Teachers make copies for material daily in the staff lounge,
says.
Teachers are aware of the high paper usage contributing to the school’s overall paper usage.

DISTRICT

Carmel Valley High School provides alternative option for education
BY TERESA FRAHM
Serving students who don’t fit the mold of traditional
high school, Carmel Valley High School, CUSD’s little-known alternative to CHS, is a hidden gem geared
towards individualized education and academic flexibility.
Due to its low profile and small student body, which
currently sits at 24 and fluctuates between 10 and 30
depending on the year, CVHS has been a largely overlooked asset within the district. In truth, it serves as a
center of alternative learning and a continuation school
for CUSD, allowing teens an opportunity to gain a high
school diploma in a nontraditional setting.
“Generally, what a continuation of high school does
is make sure a student has an opportunity to get a diploma,” says CVHS teaching principal Tom Parry, a
former assistant principal at CHS. “That’s our first and
foremost mission.”
The school champions a combination of personal
support and individualized instruction to ensure a high
graduation rate and an enriching learning environment.
One-on-one relationships with teachers provide an additional level of support.
“It’s hard not to graduate when every teacher is
watching you with the intention of you graduating,”
says Brenda Buran, English teacher at CVHS. “There’s
not a lot of falling through the cracks.”
The enrollment process for prospective students varies, but comes either through individual interest or a
school referral. CHS assistant principal Craig Tuana
serves as Carmel High School’s liaison with Carmel
Valley.
“There are two usual processes,” Tuana explains.
“One is a student who says, ‘Hey, I want to go to Carmel Valley.’ Another is, ‘Hey, you’re not doing well
here, it’s not working, let’s look at Carmel Valley.’”
Though many students who enroll in CVHS do so
to gain a more personally supportive academic environment, their backgrounds and objectives vary. While

some seek a second chance at failed or missing courses, dent TJ Linnevers says. “It prepares you for life, not
others come in pursuit of a flexible schedule or early just school.”
graduation, taking advantage of Carmel Valley’s lower
In terms of any confusion about their goals, the staff
credit requirements. Many have full or part-time jobs at Carmel Valley High School are working to spread
and utilize a program in which students turn in pay awareness about their mission and the students they
stubs for credit.
welcome.
“Students get to be a little bit more of the author of
“There’s a misconception of who we are and what
their own story,” Parry adds.
we are and who we serve,” says Parry. “The students
The paths of graduating seniors similarly diverge. we have are smart and bright and motivated and wonWhile the majority of graduating CVHS students derful. We are not full of a bunch of bad kids. We’re
choose not to go directly to four-year colleges, many just full of some students who wanted something difenroll at Monterey Peninsula College. Others proceed ferent and to learn a different way and who have differinto the workforce directly after graduation, and still ent priorities for their life.”
others are accepted into universities, previously including Humboldt State, Oregon
State and Columbia University.
While academic and extracurricular opportunities at Carmel Valley High School present
differently than they might at a
traditional school, they are nonetheless prevalent. Students create an Individual Learning Plan
upon arrival to personalize their
education path and are offered
dual-enrollment classes, school
electives such as art, science and
weightlifting, and opportunity to
pursue their own interests in the
form of elective projects, which
are often counted towards graduation. While the school has no
official sports teams, students
are encouraged to join Carmel
High School’s teams. Field trips
and school-wide outdoor activities are similarly emphasized.
photo by TERESA FRAHM
“Carmel Valley takes the time Principal Tom Perry (center) and teachers Brenda Buran and Joe Mello in
to teach you stuff,” former stu- the CVHS library.
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Get Philosophized Teachers, don’t pass on

Can the government
take your life?
BY EMMA BROWN

Emma Brown is a utilitarian
humanist and a self-described
rationalist.
The shooter who killed 14 students
and three faculty members at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School
in Parkland, Florida, was sentenced
to life in prison Oct. 13 after pleading
guilty to 17 counts of homicide and attempted homicide, sparking controversy throughout the country, with some
politicians, such as Florida Gov. Ron
DeSantis, condemning the jury’s decision to spare the shooter from the death
penalty.

For decades, capital punishment has
been the subject of heated debates, with
citizens arguing over the technicalities
of the practice–how it should be administered and to whom. Yet the broader
question remains: Is the death penalty
ethical in the first place?
Immanuel Kant, a prolific German
philosopher, was a stalwart retributivist, belonging to a faction of thinkers
who believe that punishment should be
dictated based on the crime committed.
As a result, Kant was a proponent of
capital punishment, arguing his position
using “jus talionis,” which translates to
the Law of Retribution. The principle
requires that the punishment for wrongdoing be proportional to the act in question, so the death penalty would only be
ethical so long as the crime committed
was murder. Essentially, Kant believed
in a life for a life.
True to his assertions in other philosophical matters, the German thinker
operated based upon a strict moral code,

not considering the effects of a decision
when evaluating ethics. As such, he
did not believe that the death penalty
is ethical because it reduces crime nor
that it might restore justice to a victim’s
family. Instead, Kant viewed capital
punishment as a way to reach a moral
equilibrium, essentially taking a life to
even the playing field.
English philosopher John Locke argued that all humans are born with intrinsic natural rights to life, liberty and
property, but whether they retain those
rights is based upon their actions. Locke
contended that when an individual takes
the life of another, they are violating another person’s natural rights and therefore forfeiting their own because they
have lowered themselves to the level of
a being without reason.
However, Locke’s assertion raises a
question: If killing someone forfeits a
person’s moral rights, to whom are their
liberties forfeited?
Thomas Aquinas, an Italian priest and
philosopher, claimed that if a criminal
were harming a community, it was society’s right to protect itself from harm,
and as a result, society should be able
to sentence them to death. But Aquinas
believed that the power to execute lay
with an individual who had been tasked
with protecting the community, such as
a priest or king, rather than a jury.
Other philosophers found capital
punishment to be unethical, citing its
excessive brutality. Cesae Beccaria believed that the punishment for a crime
should be issued with the intent to deter
other criminals from committing similar
acts and did not find that the death penalty was an effective deterrant. He contended that a punishment did not need
to be more severe than what would reasonably discourage criminals from, for
example, murder. Beccaria would have
agreed with the Florida jury, believing
that serving a life sentence without the
possibility of parole would be an effective deterrent for other potential criminals and that the death penalty would be
needlessly harsh.
The desire for retribution was understood by all of the philosophers who
have contemplated capital punishment.
When we are wronged, we seek justice.
But Kant’s theories illuminate exactly
what is wrong with the death penalty:
The right to murder does not belong to
anyone, let alone the government.
Should a criminal like the Parkland
shooter pay for his crimes? Absolutely.
But should the legal system have the
authority to take a life? No. In doing so,
it asks that jurors lower themselves to
the level of killers.

student bathroom use
during class
BY GRAYDEN MILLER

Using the restroom is a human right,
not a privilege, and high schools should
be no exception.
Bathroom rights might be something
one just assumes, but according to California law, there are no guidelines that
decide whether teachers must allow
bathroom usage, and CHS has a lack of
a general policy on whether a student
can leave the classroom to use the restroom. For decades, teachers here have
created bathroom policies based on
their personal systems instead of regulated national or state-wide rules.
To complicate the process of going
to the bathroom so that fewer students
leave class, teachers employ tactics to
limit wasted time. For example, requiring physical, reused bathroom passes,
asking students to sign out on whiteboards or a piece of paper, and implementing phone holders to store phones–
preventing students from bringing
phones to the bathroom during class–all
shorten bathroom trips.

Despite students’ constant search for
bathroom freedom and occasionally ignored use of passes or sign-out sheets,
the rights to CHS students’ bathroom
use during class have shrunk quite significantly.
Issues with bathroom use aren’t just
the case in Carmel. According to Fox

11, students in San Bernardino have
recently been only allowed to use the
bathroom once a month or five times a
semester, the exception being in emergency situations. Although extreme,
San Bernardino’s case is one among a
plethora of bathroom-pass issues.
Some teachers at CHS rely on a
trust-based relationship with their students when they leave class. If students
violate the rules, teachers have to resort
to more severe restrictions for certain
students. For example, a student with a
better track record who leaves the classroom less frequently for a reasonable
amount of time would be trusted more
than a student who leaves often for a
longer period of time.
On the other side of the problem,
disallowing a student from using the restroom and not knowing students’ personal needs can create an uncomfortable, unestablished line for the authority
between teacher and student. Instances
like needing to use the bathroom while
menstruating can make a student uncomfortable to ask to use the bathroom,
and each classroom having its own set
of rules forces students to resort to periodically using the restroom in certain
classes and avoiding it entirely in others
for fear of consequences.
In an attempt to lessen the disturbance and uncomfortable nature of raising one’s hand, asking for permission,
physical bathroom passes can seem
like the better option. But frankly, reusing physical bathroom passes is highly
unsanitary and extremely impractical.
Simply ditching the reused bathroom
passes would prove to be a step in the
right direction to achieve bathroom liberation.
There will always be a kid who
bends the rules and disrespects authority. If someone abuses the power to
leave class to use the bathroom, evidence of poor decisions will come to
fruition. If granted free time, some students will make the decision to abuse
their freedom. If they are made aware of
their poor actions through authoritative
intervention, a lesson in time management can be learned. Part of maturity is
realizing when the appropriate time is.
The question is simple: Should the
rights of students’ bodily functions still
be confined within the classroom?
The right of the student to go to the
bathroom during class should not be infringed upon unless there is a compelling reason to do so.
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Schools waste time
using Myers-Briggs
BY JEAN LEWELLEN
Many students would
say deliberating between
future career
paths comes
with a lot of
stress. Carmel
High School
students may
remember
taking a period off and taking personality tests on the college and career support
platform Naviance to deep dive into the
career options best suited to them. The
personality categories on this platform
are those of the most widely acclaimed
personality assessment, the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator, with approximately 2 million tests taken annually.
The inspiration for these tests was
psychologist Carl Jung, who released his
book “Psychologische Typen” in 1921
where he discusses his theories of personality, organizing them into 16 categories.
This is where the issues of scientific validity begin. In his book “C.G. Jung Speaking: Interviews and Encounters,” Jung
explains his findings are purely anecdotal
and did not use any controlled studies.
According to the Myers-Briggs Company, Jung’s concepts were developed
into a test by the mother-daughter duo of
Katherine Briggs and Isabel Briggs Myers, who while having college education,
lack background in psychology. The testing of their “type indicator” began in 1942
with the purpose of helping women in war
time find job opportunities best suited to

them.
Despite their intention, the test was a
total contradiction to Jung’s warnings,
its purpose quite literally being to assign
people a category. The questions that determine results working in the ultimate binary of agreement or disagreement, only
some using a scale between the two. Both
options, however, lack room for contextual influences.
In fact, according to a study by Dr. David J. Pittenger, psychometric researcher
and Dean of the College of Liberal Arts,
Marshall University, around 50% of people who retake the test receive a different
result even if just five weeks later.
Eventually control of the test was
transferred in 1975 to Consulting Psychologists Press Inc., which now earns
approximately $20 million annually from
the test as well as the off-shoot products
developed in its wake. While CPP’s board
has three leading psychologists, all refuse
to use the test or its principles in their
own work. One of these members, Stanford psychologist Carl Thoresen, said in a
2012 interview with the Washington Post
that “it would be questioned by my academic colleagues.”
Despite lack of credibility in findings
and consistency in practice, these tests
remain popular and are upheld by public
institutions as a seemingly scientific tool.
While there is no harm in using these tests
as a tool of self exploration, continuing
to promote them without any pretext as
to the theories they were built upon is a
prime example of the importance of skepticism.
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Fantasy football takes Carmel
High School campus by storm
Campus supervisor Josh Leigh is the commissioner
of this year’s faculty league and notes how the league
With the NFL football season in full swing, stu- has expanded his engagement in the NFL, outside of
dents and teachers alike have taken their interest in his own team.
“I’m a lifelong Philadelphia Eagles fan,” Leigh
the sport outside of watching their favorite teams
says,
“but since fantasy, I love every team and I am
play, with many of them joining fantasy football
really into it.”
leagues to take their pastime to the next level.
Leigh also says that since he started playing fanFantasy football is a strategy based game where
fans of the sport build their own teams with indi- tasy football, he has begun to watch every game and
vidual players and compete against each other in care about every team since the success of his own
matchups based on the players’ performance in that team rides on it.
CHS history teacher Brent Silva has 10 years of
week’s games. As fantasy football has gained popularity, many people around Carmel High School have experience playing in leagues, but unlike Leigh he
taken it upon themselves to create their own leagues. says that fantasy football hasn’t increased his interest
in the sport itself.
“There are some games I’ll
focus on a little more because
of fantasy,” Silva says, “but it
doesn’t change my overall perspective on the sport.”
CHS junior Timmy Marnell
is working as co-commissioner
with fellow junior Ray McNeill
for a student league on campus. Marnell has participated in
leagues in the past and enjoys the
connection that fantasy has given
him with his friends.
“It’s kind of fun to have that
friendly rivalry,” Marnell excourtesy of ISTOCK plains. “It’s something to talk
about and have fun with.”
With the football season in full swing, some fans have taken their
Even with the extra responsiinvolvement of just watching their favorite teams play to a new level. bilities as league commissioner,
BY FLINT NACHBAR

McNeill has had a promising season so far with five
wins and only two losses.
“Timmy and I basically run the league,” McNeill
says. “We decide the rules, work as tie breakers in the
event of a tie, and approve draft picks.”
Junior Bobo Iandoli has a different approach to the
game, picking each player for his team based on their
season statistics.
“Numbers don’t lie,” Iandoli says. “If I see that
they are having a good week, I’m going to pick them
up.”
Although he
is a life-long
Patriots
fan,
Iandoli
says
that he avoids
using
some
of his favorite
Patriot players
on his fantasy
team.
“I
don’t
want
to
hate my team for not performing well
on
my
fantasy
team,”
Iandoli
says.
Senior Jerry Marnell, Timmy’s brother, also has a
history of being an active member of various leagues.
His involvement in fantasy football started by helping his father; he then started using fantasy football
as a way to stay connected with his family.
“It’s something I use to get to know people through
and connect with people that live far away,” Marnell
says.
With the football season progressing, fantasy football players are eagerly keeping track of how the rest
of the season will play out as players are always susceptible to injuries, among many other factors, which
can affect the rest of the season.

Byrne tackles Division I college
football at Oregon State
BY AVERY PALSHAW
After earning high school football honors of Second-Team All-State, twice First-Team All-League,
First-Team All-County and First-Team All-State,
Carmel High School three-sport star athlete and 2021
alumnus JT Byrne was undoubtedly destined for athletic success.
Now, the 6-foot-5-inch tight end is a redshirt freshman attending No. 24-ranked Oregon State University
on a football scholarship, spending his days training
and preparing for upcoming PAC-12 games. Despite
being withheld from varsity play his freshman year
at OSU to extend his eligibility, Byrne maintained a
positive outlook and saw it as an opportunity to learn
from his more experienced teammates and improve in
skill.
“Since you’re not playing, you can focus more

courtesy of BEAVER FOOTBALL
Oregon State tight end JT Byrne warms up for a
home game at Reser Stadium in Corvallis.

on the weight room,” the OSU sophomore explains.
“You can focus more on getting in good shape, focus
on school, and get your feet on the ground at a new
place.”
The athlete’s routine begins with lifting weights in
the morning, going to team meetings and then heading
to practice. The night before a game, Byrne evaluates
his filmed gameplay and attends meetings and a team
dinner. On game day, the Beaver spends his morning
at a team breakfast and strategizes with the 6-2 OSU
team before setting foot on the field, where he’s already participated for special teams in seven of the
Beavers’ eight games.
Along with the challenges of maintaining athletic
excellence, Byrne also balances his academics as a
major in business administration.
Because fewer than 2% of high school athletes
are accepted to play at NCAA Division I schools, the
competitive nature of college athletics lends itself to a
more intense playing field.
“Everyone coming from high school was their
team’s best player, and it made the speed of the
game feel really fast at first,” Byrne says. “That
was something that took a bit of adjusting.”
While Byrne has always had a passion for sports,
playing basketball and baseball growing up, he had a
natural talent for football when he began on varsity his
freshman year at CHS. He went on to make 48 catches
for 636 yards and six touchdowns as a junior, playing
a tight end, wide receiver, quarterback, linebacker and
defensive end throughout his high school career.
Yet what is expected of college football athletes
is much more extreme than what is expected of high
school athletes.
“He’s having to block 290-pound people on the line
of scrimmage,” says CHS athletic director Golden
Anderson, the athlete’s football coach of four years.
“That’s a big jump from playing in the Shoe Game.”
Byrne’s former CHS coaches recall his unique

courtesy of BEAVER FOOTBALL
While sporting No. 87, JT Byrne looks determined
to take the field, in hopes of reaching the Pac-12
Championship this season.
competitive spirit and tremendous dedication to his
athletics.
“Practice can be kind of drudgery, but he was always happy to be there, even when he probably didn’t
feel like being there,” says Hans Schmidt, assistant
coach of the CHS boys’ varsity basketball team.
Byrne excelled in basketball, earning All-State,
First-Team All-League and multiple League MVPs
during his high school career.
“Right from the get-go he was an impact player,”
varsity head coach Kurt Grahl remarks. “When he
came in as a freshman that year, he was MVP of the
league, and his second year he was also MVP of the
league.”
Despite not having won a Pac-12 championship
since 2000, Byrne is optimistic about the Oregon State
football team’s odds of reaching the championship
this season.
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Student-athletes in club sports juggle social
life, school, athletics
BY NICOLE MIRSKI

Imagine attending a seven-hour school day and
having a lot of homework and studying to do, but instead drive of an hour and 45 minutes to Redwood
City four days a week awaits. Junior Caroline Byrne
does not have to imagine.
“It’s hard balancing your different lives and having
enough energy to do it all,” says Byrne, a five-year club
volleyball player who now competes with Rage Westside Volleyball Club. “You learn how to utilize your
time and you learn about what you truly prioritize.”
With club sports on the rise, many student-athletes at
Carmel High School, like Byrne, are trying to find a
healthy way to balance sports, school and friendships.

“By playing club sports,
I have met amazing
people and made
lifelong friendships I
wouldn’t have made
anywhere else.”
- Riley Imamura
Since schools were shut down during the pandemic
and high school sports were paused, many families
looked to outside club teams and stuck with them
even after the lock-down was over. Club sports are
also popular because they are believed to increase
the chance of college scholarships, but many wonder
about the cost of club sports. USA Today explains
that families of children that play baseball, softball,
basketball, soccer and volleyball spend a few thousand dollars a year, depending on the amount of travel
done. Many families either have to make sacrifices or
pull their child out of club sports, furthering the economic rift between students.
While managing financials is an important part
of balance, many student-athletes are finding it hard
to define priorities in the mix of sports, school and
friendships.
“Playing a club sport is definitely a commitment,
and your coaches and teammates expect you to prioritize it,” says sophomore Julia Jackson, a soccer player
since age 5.
The pressure only rises for CHS athletes with time.

Nikki Benak, a soccer
player since first grade
and a club player since
third grade, is in her senior year now and experiencing the burnout that
comes with high pressure and commitment.
“Once I began having
to get serious about college soccer and playing
for a higher level team,
I realized I did not like
the way we were forced
to play to prepare for
college and how much
it lacked creative freedom,” says Benak. “That
pressure and inability
to play my own game
burned me out.”
While some students
experience major burncourtesy of SHERMAN CHU
out, many find relaxation
in club sports, including CHS sophomore Riley Imamura uses skills from her club team during a
JV boys’ water polo cap- volleyball competition against Notre Dame High School.
tain Weston Wilson.
“My passion for water polo keeps me going,” says
the sophomore. “I never saw club sports as a task, but
something that relieves stress.”
CHS coaches, including varsity boys’ basketball
coach Kurt Grahl, explains that club sports could be
beneficial or detrimental, depending on the situation.
“Oftentimes an athlete can be misled to believe that
they have an opportunity at the next level if they fully
commit to playing that club sport,” Grahl says. “So
the athlete may begin to compete solely in that sport,
to the detriment of playing another sport at CHS, or
even attend another school to advance their chances.”
Nicole Tapson, a sophomore who has played softThe shared struggles can also bring teammates to- ball for 11 years, can attest to the different types of
gether.
people one can meet while playing sports outside

“My passion for
water polo keeps me
going,I never saw
club sports as a task,
but something that
relieves stress.”
- Weston Wilson

“That pressure and
inability to play my
own game burned me
out.”
- Nikki Benak

courtesy of SURF SOCCER CLUB
CHS senior Nikki Benak struggles with burnout from the high expectations of playing club sports
intensely over past years.

school.
“In my case, my teammates on my club team
come from various different backgrounds and places,
whereas I have known my high school teammates
for much longer,” says Tapson. “Out of my 14 teammates on my club team, we represent 13 different high
schools.”
Although time for socializing is cut down because
of club sports, many have found worthwhile friendships and valuable life lessons on the field, such as
sophomore Riley Imamura, who has played volleyball
for five years and explains the social benefits of playing club sports.
“By playing club sports, I have met amazing people
and made lifelong friendships I wouldn’t have made
anywhere else,” says Imamura. “If you have dedication and a strong work ethic, club sports are so beneficial. You learn how to work as a team towards a
common goal while learning to balance your life in a
healthy way.”
CHS varsity girls’ water polo coach Kevin Buran
considers both the pros and cons of only focusing on
one sport.
“Students who are in love with a sport might want
to consider playing club,” says Buran “I do, however,
see the value in participating in unrelated sports for
cross-training purposes and to avoid burnout. It really
comes down to the individual. There is no one-sizefits-all.”
With club sports on the rise, many student-athletes
have felt the feeling of being overwhelmed or even
starting to grow a dislike for their sport. Since club
sports happen year-round in most cases, both the feeling of burnout and passion for their sport persists.
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Meet Abigail Zaldivar, the behind-the-scenes of
CHS’ College and Career Center
has not worked as a College and Career Coordinator
before. “I’ve been in contact with Patricia through
After a long career, Carmel High’s former College emails, but most of the time it’s the counselors who’ve
and Career Coordinator, Patricia Hunt, stepped down been helping me through the process.”
As a coordinator, one of Zaldivar’s tasks was to plan
in August, and her successor, Abigail Zaldivar has takmeetings with colleges, including the Nov. 1 College
en the reins.
“I’m figuring it out on my own,” says Zaldivar, who and Career Fair, helped by Linda Galuppo, the counselors’ secretary.
“We [made] sure that all of the college
representatives [were] on board,” Zaldivar
says.
Unlike academic counselors Darren Johnston, Jeff Rogers and Yesel Von Ruden,
Zaldivar doesn’t interact with students directly, but instead works behind the scenes
to organize meetings with representatives
and aid the counselors with general college
and Free Application for Federal Student
Aid, or FAFSA, paperwork.
“I’m still learning how to go about this,”
the coordinator says. “We just focused on
the college fair first.”
As the year progresses, Zaldivar, along
with the other counselors, has plans in the
works to go around to classrooms and inform
CHS students about financial aid, the college
acceptance process and what it requires to
photo by AINSLEY HENDERSON get into UCs. While this isn’t a new event,
the newest addition to the College and CaPrior to arriving in CUSD, Abigail Zaldivar worked in Monterey
reer
team may give Carmel High sophomores
and Salinas school districts for eight years.
BY AINSLEY HENDERSON

and juniors more insight.
Having semi-recently attended and graduated from
high school and having applied for several UCs, Zaldivar has a solid perspective on what the application process, including financial aid and deciding a major, is
like. Currently, the Salinas native is pursuing a B.A.
in sociology at Cal State University at Monterey Bay,
which she hopes will be useful during her years at
CUSD. Ultimately, Zaldivar hopes to become a social
worker, perhaps one within the school district, so that
she can help kids in a different, more hands-on way.
Before being hired at CHS, Zaldivar worked at North
Monterey Unified School District for five years and at
Santa Rita Unified School District for three years, and
married her husband, José Juan Zaldivar, on April 2 of
this year.
“I was a befor- and after-school coordinator, working with elementary kids,” Zaldivar says. “Mostly academics and enrichments: art, music, dance.”
Even though this is Zaldivar’s first job as a high
school coordinator, her prior experience at NMUSD
and SRUSD have given her the experience to serve an
important role at CHS.

STUDENTS

CHS senior finds passion in unlikely source of horseshoe pitching

BY SARA EYJOLFSDOTTIR

It’s all in the throw. The perfect release, flip, amount
of force. CHS senior Teo Espinola knows this well
having participated in competitive horseshoe pitching
alongside his family for many years, taking part and
often placing in tournaments at the state, national and
international level.
Played both as singles and teams, horseshoe pitching
involves using various techniques to throw horseshoes
as close to the designated stake as possible. It requires
a variety of skills that Espinola has been able to master

over the course of many years and competitions.
Scores are earned based on proximity to the stake
with the highest score awarded to those who make a
ringer—landing the horseshoe directly on the stake—
from the standard length of 40 feet away. Tournaments
feature many different events and include different
methods of horseshoe pitching.

“I like underhand,” says Espinola, who was intro- mainly in his backyard alongside his livestock. He and
duced to the sport from a young age by his parents. his family setup stakes the standard-length away from
“That one has just always been the easiest for me.”
where they throw their collection of horseshoes to enOver the years, horseshoe pitching has been declin- sure realistic, competition-like throws.
ing in popularity and recognition, but players like Teo
“I just practice pitching at home,” Espinola adds.
Espinola are keeping it alive, trying to reverse the trend. “That’s all you really need.”
Within the sport, he has managed to reach a top level.
Teo Espinola knows that he is a part of an increas“I compete in a national league,” says Espinola, who ingly small community, but he will never lose his dedihas competed in a variety of tournaments, including the cation to the sport. A lot of his support comes from his
2021 World Horseshoe Pitching Championships where family who taught him almost everything he knows.
he scored fifth in the Junior Boys Championship.
The competition, taking
place in Winnemucca,
Nevada, was the largest horseshoe tournament
of that year and hosted
roughly 750 participants
from several countries including Canada, South Africa and Norway.
Horseshoe pitching can
be played all year round
and does not require expensive equipment due to
the fact that horseshoes
typically last an entire
lifetime with proper treatment, adding to the appeal
and accessibility for Espinola.
courtesy of Laura Stanley
This horseshoe pitching enthusiast practices Horseshoe pitching might be rare these days, but Teo Espinola defies these trends.

Got an opinion?
Send a letter to The Sandpiper at
sandpiper@carmelunified.org
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Teacher Nora Ward employs colorful, complex chaos in her classroom
Soon after, Ward applied to the University of Wisconsin-Madison, earned her teaching certification and
became a teacher in 2001. At the start of her teaching
Nora Ward, a versatile economics, government
journey, she strictly abided by the content, but quickly
and AP Psychology teacher at CHS and proponent of
that was lost.
unique teaching methods involving food incorporated
“Content is still important, but how do we hold space
into learning and interactive review activities, is living
and compassion for other people?” Ward questions.
proof that there may just be method behind madness.
Her unadulterated love for teaching high
“We can’t work on the higher things like self esschool students shone through instead, phiteem, self-actualization and learning if the lower
losophizing that teaching should begin with
needs like safety and belonging are not met,” Ward
pure human compassion. She realized that
says.
providing the bare essentials of food, waPrimarily teaching juniors and seniors has
ter and a listening ear in a classroom would
changed the longtime teacher’s education style.
touch more hearts than any social work.
Deadlines and responsibilities already honed, Ward
“I love chaos. I think chaos makes class
makes sure to include skill-based and constructive
more interesting and fun,” says Ward, when
teaching, believing that the way students are made
asked if snacks and elaborate activities tend
to feel will always be remembered over content.
to be distracting.
“Ms. Ward is a kind educator who prioritizes the
Although embracing chaos with open
mental health of her students over the required asarms, the longtime Padre lives by her own
pects of her class,” says senior Tyler Tharp, a prior
methodology that can be applied to all areas
AP Psychology student who credits his interest in
of life, starting with teaching kids how to be
the subject to this creative educator.
human. She believes that the role of teenagThe former AP World History teacher utilizes
ers is to feel every emotion.
handwriting and color in notes and throughout the
“Not only was the course fun, but Ms.
learning process since colors trigger certain parts
Ward quickly became my favorite teacher
of the brain whereas typing and black-and-white do
due to her warm nature and energy,” exnot.
plains senior Ayami Cole, who took AP
But to understand Ward’s story and how it makes
Psychology last year. “I have never felt so
her the teacher she is, one has to first understand
understood and welcomed in a class beher background. The AP Psychology teacher spent
fore.”
a majority of her childhood in Hawaii at the beach
She hopes that her chaotic and collaboraand having fun. She originally double majored in retive teaching methods will leave a positive
ligion and sociology at Pepperdine University with
impact on her students’ psychology in the
goals of becoming a youth pastor or a social worker,
future.
but quickly switched her trajectory after her mother
photo by GRAYDEN MILLER
“If students can learn how to be open and
was diagnosed with terminal cancer.
connect,” Ward says, “we’re going to see an
Ward’s mother knew her better than anyone and Nora Ward’s teaching style creates a welcoming and supportive learning
entire generation change the world.”
helped to convince her to become a teacher, as she environment.
BY GRAYDEN MILLER

knew of her love of teaching and tutoring others. The
teacher attributes her lighthearted way and humor to
her mother’s personality.
“I’m glad that I have struggled,” she says. “You cannot make a rainbow without both sunshine and rain,
and you cannot appreciate and enjoy the good if you
have not experienced the bad.”

The Best Corner in Carmel

Huge Made-to-Order Sandwiches
Grab & Go Items
Largest Selections of Cold Drinks
Red’s Donuts, Pastries and more

Go Padres! ! !

PRIME & USDA CHOICE MEATS
GOURMET DELI - FARM FRESH PRODUCE

831-624-3821 • Open 365 • 6:30am-8:00pm
6th & Junipero, Carmel-by-the-Sea
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Student choreographers prepare for spotlight
BY ELLA GAILY
The biannual Carmel High School dance show offers
many performances but it’s the 8- to 12-minute dances
with deeper meanings, set to instrumental music or foreign lyrics, that really connect with the audience.
Three years ago CHS dance teacher Kristine Tarozzi began Dance IV Honors in which students choreograph these capstone dances.
“It was to show rigor in the arts and for students to
be challenged,” explains Tarozzi about experienced
dancers who ended up repeating Dance IV. “We had
dancers of high caliber, and I didn’t want them to repeat
the same thing every year.”
The small class size allows the honors class to coexist in the Dance IV class. But only those who have taken Dance IV for one year can take it, and many choose
not to due to the large responsibility.
Senior Ava Camargo will be unveiling her first-ever
capstone, “Casa de Amistad”, in the fall show.
“The music was kind of a joke,” says Camargo. “I
was fooling around with music I downloaded from my
childhood, but it stuck.”
Camargo is Columbian and is using Latin music to
show a personal message.
“The first song is about how when I started dancing
I didn’t take it seriously, but I found my group there
and it became my safe place,” explains Camargo. “The
second song represents dance’s hardships and the individual stories I’ve come to know. And the last song is
my individual journey and hardships, but I had a community there for support.”
Senior Sage Melton was a rare junior in the class last
year, and though she knew from the start she wanted to
reflect her passion for environmental issues, she found
her music first.
The first song, “On the Nature of Daylight” by Max
Richter, portrayed Earth’s beauty, and Ben Frost’s “The
Theory of Machines” had dancers spreading black paint

across themselves to emulate pollution, before depicting Earth’s ruination during “The Crumbling” by Valgeir Sigurdsson. “Ne Me Quitte Pas” by Nina Simone
inspired a final dance representing Earth’s cry for help.
“This year when I was brainstorming, one teacher
had us do a perception exercise to let information come
to us, which was eye-opening,” explains Melton about

the origins of her capstone “Perception III” for the upcoming fall show. “It’s about the three stages of perception, which are stimulation and selection, organization
and interpretation.”
Melton will create silhouettes of the dancers to show
that one’s perception of the world is a reflection of who

they are.
Senior Grace Gargotta was the only other junior
Dance IV Honors student last year and her capstone
“The Ones We Meet” from last year’s spring show
had dancers using suitcases to depict an airport, the
prime example of making connections with a variety
of people.
“I came up with the idea in the summer but the music came to me about when it was due,” explains Gargotta, “though I already knew what kind I wanted.”
Gargotta’s capstone won’t begin rehearsals until
February, but her process so far couldn’t be more different from last year.
“I’m working on a narrative film for video production,” Gargotta says. “I’m creating that into a dance.
I want to do something completely different from last
year.”
Yet student choreographers have just 40 minutes a
week to rehearse in class, plus a few after-school rehearsals.
“The extra rehearsals are needed,” Melton explains.
“At first, I had a lot of big ambitions, but then you kind
of have to tone it down and take a more reasonable approach.”
Melton and Gargotta reflect on last year’s overwhelmingly positive response.
“We put in our pieces to the Monterey CTE competition and both got recognized,” Gargotta says.
The process helps with their career direction, as
choreography was new to them before entering CHS
Dance.
“I still want to dance in college, but I want to work
towards a career in choreography,” says Camargo. “It’s
the part of this program I’m most passionate about, and
it’s a career that goes further because you can’t dance
forever.”
Tarozzi’s goal is to prepare these students for college
dance, with greater work ethic, creativity and passion,
and to showcase that to the audience.
The fall dance show will be showcased on Nov. 1718 at 7 p.m. in the CHS Performing Arts Center.
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Dance and cheer teams work through collaboration on, off field
BY MINNA TROKEL

While the coaches hope to see the teams grow together, the participating students see the situation in a
different light. Due to the countless struggles the teams
have faced, some performers think separation is the
best route.
One cheerleader says it would be easier for both
teams and the audience if the dance team didn’t do

“This is our first real trial year,” says senior Kennedy
Rutherford, dance co-captain and founder. “Last
After years of cheerleaders being the only performyear,
we
didn’t know what we were doing, but now we
ers in the CHS sports scene, the CHS dance team joined
are talking more with the cheerleaders and dancing tothe show a year ago, and the collaboration has since
gether with them.”
experienced pushback from student members on both
The cheerleaders, who have much more experience
sides.
on
the field, also acknowledge the inherent challenges
The two extracurricular activities, led by cheer coach
that come with new changes.
Victoria Vernon and dance teacher
“We’ve never experienced this because the
Kristine Tarozzi, currently make up
dancers
weren’t on the field with us last year,”
the bulk of school rally and football
says junior cheer co-captain Lily Marciano,
game entertainment. The similarities
who attributes much of the frustration that has
of the activities make their specific
grown between the teams to their lack of colduties hard to define.
laborative experience.
“Before next year, we’re going to
Both groups hope that with time comes
sit down and have a paper that says
change,
and that the organizational issues curthis is what dance team does and this
rently
preventing
the teams from fully enjoyis what the cheer team does,” says
ing themselves on the field will be solved.
Tarozzi who along with Vernon hopes
The performers also hope to see their respecto continue the connection between
tive teams grow in size, which is not an issue
the two teams and value their collabfor the dancers, due to their connection to the
orative performances.
dance program, but is for cheer, who has been
The different styles of performance
struggling since the beginning of the pandemis a welcome change in the eyes of
ic. Sophomore cheerleader Sara Martin notes
the coaches.
that the eight person team is in need of four
photo
by
MINNA
TROKEL
“Our teams are different and promore people to qualify for competitions.
vide a variety of performance types,” Cheerleaders and the dance team (from front) perform before halftime during
The cheerleaders, many of whom hope to atsays Vernon. “We are able to increase an Oct. 29 home football game.
tend a competition during their time at CHS, are
school spirit and game day experihoping to see interest in cheer grow through the
ence which is a huge goal.”
sideline
cheering,
which
both
coaches
and
performers
underclassmen.
The coaches say the main difference between the
“I want the team to take a field trip to the middle
teams is that cheer does stunting and competitions acknowledge often causes the audience to confuse the
two
teams
with
one
another.
school
to talk to them personally,” says Marciano.
while dance is solely performance. Tarozzi is adamant
“The
teams
have
two
separate
dances
that
they
per“Whether
it be a slideshow or performing some cheers,
about dance remaining this way, mainly because the
dancers are already on local teams, meaning they have form at the same time, and some people think this is we just need to introduce more boys and girls to cheer.”
confusing,” notes Tarozzi, who says this style of perFor now, the teams are trying to work together
enough on their plate.
formance
makes
the
cheers
more
engaging,
and
isn’t
through
mutual understanding and open-mindedness,
The dancers themselves share this point of view.
interested
in
changing
it.
and
plan
on performing together during the basketball
“We aren’t interested in competing, but we want to
Some performers say that it is important to keep in season.
keep performing at rallies and being on the sidelines
mind
how new the dance team is when considering the
raising school spirit,” says junior dancer Kate Bunch.
challenges the teams have faced.
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Best local seasonal desserts to fall into autumn
BY AVERY PALSHAW

With autumn in full bloom and an increasing number of people desiring a seasonal treat to get through the harsh Carmel weather, I tried
several bakery items from local businesses around Carmel-by-the-Sea. These are my favorites.

The pumpkin-decorated sugar cookie from Carmel
Bakery is practically a flawless cookie, making it an exceptional option for an autumn treat. While it’s regarded
as being a plain sugar cookie, this pumpkin-decorated
cookie carries hints of lemon throughout every bite. It’s
buttery and not too heavy despite its sweet royal frosting.

Carmel Valley Coffee Roasting Co. has a pumpkin
cranberry scone, truly embodying the essence of fall.
The buttery scone, large enough to feed a family of five,
is topped with pumpkin frosting, but it’s the full cranberries scattered throughout the scone that really steal the
show, adding a burst of tart flavor in every bite. Though
it’s
slightly
dry, the pumpkin cranberry
scone is the
perfect breakfast item for
anyone
who
enjoys pumpkin-flavored
bakery items.

Another fantastic treat for autumn is Lafayette Bakery
& Cafe’s moist pumpkin loaf, dispersed with walnuts
and brushed with a sweet glaze and pumpkin seeds.
At first glance, it looks underwhelming, yet its hints of
pumpkin spice and walnut taste like Grandma’s house.
Although the loaf is dense, its flavor and texture is
refreshing. Even
those who aren’t
pumpkin
loaf
enthusiasts can
easily
enjoy
Lafayette’s
delectable
fall
treat.

Café Carmel’s pumpkin cheesecake will surely get
anyone in the autumn spirit with its rich pumpkin flavor
and airy whipped cream. This dessert is comparable to
the filling of a classic pumpkin pie, both having similar consistencies and taste. While the actual cheesecake
segment is delicious, I wouldn’t recommend this treat
for those who enjoy
ample crust on their
cheesecake, considering that there is very
little graham cracker
crust. Altogether, the
pumpkin cheesecake
is a satisfactory dessert that can be enjoyed by anyone who
purchases it.

The apple fritter loaf from Sweet
Reba’s is arguably one of the best loafs
on the Monterey Peninsula, containing
full pieces of apple and a not overly
sweet glaze. This masterpiece tastes as
though vanilla cake, a sugar cookie and
all the hopes and dreams in the world
were combined. It can make one forget
their life’s problems as well as the word
“dry,” as the loaf is incredibly light
and fresh. Also, the apple fritter loaf
isn’t a massive serving size, making it
convenient for those who need a quick
bite or fuel for a long day.
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Swift reinvents style in ‘Midnights,’
blending synth, pop, folk
BY EMMA BROWN
Synthetic beats and filters combined with traditional
pop sound create a blend of past and present music on
Taylor Swift’s album, “Midnights (3am Edition).”
Swift returns to themes present in her previous LPs
“1989” and “Lover” to create a sultry pop blend that
combines dark lyrics with upbeat tempo. In songs like
“Lavender Haze” and “Labyrinth,” the artist starts off
her tracks with a soft falsetto tone, tempering the effect
of the harsh synth beats backing up the song. “Lavender Haze” draws from the template of Swift’s earlier
pop song “I Think He Knows,” combining repetition,
belting and strong drum beats.
Yet the implementation of synth comes at a price.
Tracks like “Paris” and “Glitch” are too artificial, with
the magic of Swift’s vocals and lyricism lost in filters.
The artist references her techno-pop album “Reputation” with “Vigilante Shit” and “Karma,” both through
style and theme. In “Vigilante Shit,” Swift uses a slow
beat partnered with lyrics about revenge and female
rage to create a song that crescendos at the bridge, culminating to create a dark, ominous sound. “Karma,”
while far more upbeat than the previous song in terms
of tone, uses similar themes of vengeance, discussing
the power of people’s actions within the universe.
While the album primarily focuses on a neo-pop
sound, Swift also incorporates themes from her previous folk albums “Folklore” and “Evermore” in
songs like “Snow on the Beach (feat. Lana Del Ray),”
“You’re On Your Own, Kid,” and “Bigger Than the
Whole Sky.” The tracks utilize vocal layering to create
an ethereal sound and acoustic guitar to enhance the

emotions of the songs, which discuss themes of falling
in love, being deceived and losing a relationship.
Though Swift’s previous two albums have worked
to flex the artist’s storytelling muscle rather than narrating her own life, “Midnights” is a primarily autobiographical record, returning to her roots of writing
songs about her own heartbreak and love. “Midnight
Rain” and “High Infidelity” discuss the agony of
toxic love, with the singer
taking responsibility for
her role in the demise of
her relationships. While
previous albums have
painted the artist as the
victim within breakups,
Swift is continuously
self-deprecating throughout her songs, referring to
herself as narcissistic and
“the problem” in “AntiHero.” In “Folklore,”
the singer discusses addiction and depression
through an outside lens
while Swift immerses
herself in the narrative in
her latest album.
Because Swift’s album
takes an entirely different
production route, many
fans were initially hesitant to give the record
the Swiftie-stamp-of-ap-

(888) 316-5830
www.carleybrothers.com
Tours for Monterey Peninsula

proval. Yet after several listens “Midnights” reveals itself for what it is: an LP completely independent of the
melancholy folk tones of “Folklore” and “Evermore”
that successfully creates a blend of various genres and
lyrical styles.

8/10

courtesy of Republic Records

(831) 208-5599
www.spaadeline.com
20% off for all Carmel Residents
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Playlist of the Month

“Dark Red”
by Steve Lacy

“Rhiannon”
by Fleetwood Mac

“Softcore”
by The Neighbourhood

“Kingston”
by Faye Webster

NOVEMBER 2022

Mr. Palshaw’s
Pick

“Yamaha”
by Delta Spirit

“Hallucinogenics”
by Matt Maeson
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Letters to the Editor
CHS should have
stadium lights

Residents can be
more accepting

Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,

I noticed the article “CHS to revisit hostile
intruder precautions amid national campus
safety conversation” stated that CHS administrators were planning to give presentations
on our school’s current hostile intruder policy around mid-September. As it is already
[November], no such presentations have
been provided, and if they have, I know both
myself and many other students have not received them. I believe that if education and
preparation on how to counter a hostile intruder are truly of such importance, then our
school must make instruction for such measures more available to students. Through the
past years, it has been made clear time and
time again that the risk of a hostile intruder is
a legitimate threat and something that must
be accounted for in our school’s safety measures, and that failure to provide adequate
preparation or no preparation at all shows a
failure on the part of the administration.

Due to the recent proposals and protests of installing lights on our very own Carmel High sports
field, I thought that it would be significant to acknowledge the need to change our campus for the
better. Our students at Carmel High only have four
years to experience some of the best days of their
lives, and many of those times may be watching or
playing on the football field at night on Fridays and
Saturdays. Not only would lights create an inclusive and spirited atmosphere for our school, but it
seems to be an insignificant problem to the neighbors who are preventing this installation from happening. Some may argue that parking and noise at
night would be an inconvenience towards these
residents of Carmel, but it seems to be a small sacrifice to give for the future generation of our town.
I believe that letting our beloved high school students to experience Friday Night Lights and being
able to play and practice at night will add to the
amazing experience of high school,and further create a more unified and exciting atmosphere on our
campus.

As a teenager born and raised in Carmel, I’ve often
found it difficult to find stereotypical “teenager experiences” without being bothered by the fact that
many don’t feel comfortable with the presence of
my friends and me. I really enjoy local activities like
walking downtown, hanging out at Devendorf park
and walking around the beach, but there will always
be someone there giving us a slightly dirty look, like
they feel they are above us in some way. During my
time at Carmel River School, CMS and CHS, I have
always been taught to leave the place better than I
found it, making sure to clean up the area around
me and help to maintain local beauty. I have always
tried my best to not damage or change the environment in some way, and being aware of my actions
and behavior in public, so I don’t understand all of
the looks. It makes my friends and I feel like we did
something wrong. I know Carmel is known for its
unique shops, culture and being a beautiful area to
retire in, but I agree that the residents and tourists
of Carmel should be more accepting of the town’s
younger generation.

Bennet Foreman
CHS sophomore

Erin Ikemiya
CHS sophomore

Administration
failure in safety
training

Callum Jeffers
CHS sophomore
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Horoscopes

Aries
Angry Aries, you always seem to be raging about something. No matter how many years have passed, you continue to hold grudges, and they’re starting to catch up to
you. No one will tolerate hostility for long. You’d better
let them go.

Spirit Week

Taurus
Taurus, you two-timer! You couldn’t pick which doughnut you wanted more, and look where you are now. Your
indecisive ways got the best of you, and now you’re crashing down from that sugary summit. What a shame.
Gemini
Yes, it’s exciting to be crunched for time, but Gemini,
stop waiting until the buzzer with every assignment. It’s
starting to get stressful! Put down that energy drink and
start managing your schedule more responsibly.
Cancer
Cancer, when you talk, everyone listens. And then rolls
their eyes. You consistently believe that your voice should be
projected above the fray. Step
down from your soapbox.
Leo
Turn to kindness in the dictionary and you’ll be sure to find a picture of a Leo next to
the definition. Your quiet care for those around you is far
from unnoticed, and it’s about time that you’re celebrated!
Virgo
If being perfect was a crime, you’d be serving a life
sentence. Your flawlessness never ceases to radiate and be
reflected by the camera lenses of the paparazzi that follow
you.
Libra
Lovely Libra, after living for two years in disgrace,
you’ve risen above the fray and redeemed yourself. Your
soft-spoken spirit has everyone around you guessing
what’s on your mind. Pick up a megaphone and speak your
truth! We’re all listening and cheering you on.
Scorpio
It’s Scorpio season! The true rulers of fall, you all shine
the brightest among fall colors. Don your puffer coats,
UGGs and infinity scarves and strut down the streets of
Carmel like you own
the place.
Sagittarius
Party, party, party.
Sagittarius, it seems
you never slow down.
At least you’re having
fun during this crazy
time. Keep on keeping
on.
Capricorn
Among a table of tasty Thanksgiving treats, you’re the
green beans. Despite your good intentions, it seems that
you keep getting passed over. Perhaps visit a vegan household where your talents might be better appreciated.
Aquarius
To quote the great William Shakespeare, Aquarius, you
“doth protest too much, methinks.” Stop spreading negativity when everyone around you is full of cheer. There’s
no need to be bringing down the mood all the time.
Pisces
Sometimes an apology is necessary to move on. But
you’re not about to be receiving one, Pisces, but you’d better start dishing them out. Your reckless disregard for the
people around you has others hurting. It’s time to mend
what’s been broken.
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